Site timezone is not respected when using Plugin Convene (time stored as 2 hours before my selection)

Description
Site timezone is not respected when using Plugin Convene

E.g.: site default is UTC-2. You choose your time in the convene plugin, as UTC (even if you have no
indication of the timezone, it seems), for instance, and the stored time is shown 2 hours before the
time you selected in your choice.

Reproduced using Tiki 13.x here:
https://tiki.org/Admins+Team+Meetings

However, I can't reproduce it in an associated show instance in trunk. Maybe it has something to do
with the timezone set in php settings, and not just the setting in Tiki?
I kept the tiki set as "Admin home > General > Date and time > Displayed Time zone: Use site
default".
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